


Swiss
tailor-made

skis

100% Made in Switzerland 
ANAVON skis were created in Disentis, a skiing 
paradise in the heart of Graubünden. Precision 
crafted by expert designers from materials of 
the highest quality, ANAVON skis will help you
conquer the slopes.



The
KAIZEN

Principles

Excellence through continuous 
improvement

Our manufacture process is based on the KAIZEN 
philosophy, built on continuously optimized processes 
and limited waste of resources. We pride ourselves in 
maintaining the highest standards for production 
quality. Through this, you are assured that ANAVON 
skis will meet your demands on the toughest slopes. 
Join us for a self-guided tour of our manufacturing 
facilities in Disentis to get a first-hand impression of
our operations.



Sleek,
dependable

and fast
Our seven principles for success

1.  We find joy in our work and work together towards
 a common goal. 
2.  We invest 10% of our working hours in focusing
 on improving processes.
3.  Everything we do must create value - we do not 
 waste resources, time or effort.
4.  We produce what is needed and when it is needed.
5.  Continuous flow of information and material to
 ensure coordination across all processes.
6.  Just-In-time manufacturing works without interim
 storage and all processes are synchronized
 accordingly.
7. We focus on optimized processes that can be 
 replicated quickly, This allows us to consistently 
 guarantee high quality products delivered as 
 promised.



Your skis
take

center stage

Perfection, in just two days

We offer the unique experience of building your own skis 
in a two-day workshop with a small group of participants. 
Ride with our specialists on the slopes as they analyse 
your technique through video recordings. We will then
define your individual parameters and you can build your 
own skis with the guidance of our expert team. Hit the 
slopes with your custom-designed skis on the second day 
for that indescribable feeling of satisfaction!

SKI WORK-SHOP



Carving 
as far as the 
eye can see

A ski that shapes you and is
shaped by you
The 156 ASR is designed for both men and women who 
prefer tightly carved radii. 
The 165 ASR is designed for those expecting an
excellent riding performance and agility at higher speeds.



The ANAVON Slalom 
Race Edition (ASR)

Details 134 ASR 143 ASR 156 ASR 165 ASR
Ski tip 114  mm  114  mm 121 mm 123  mm
Ski centre  66  mm  66  mm 72  mm 73  mm
Ski tail 99  mm  99  mm 107 mm 108  mm
Radius 11 m 12 m 12.5 m 14 m

Construction  
ANAVON RealSandwichCore®

Material 
  Superstrong Nanohighspeed race base
  Special long-life steel edges
  UD carbon fibers
  Native ash wood
  Titanal
  Surface structure embossed on transparent foil, 

 adhered over black or white colour  

134ASR, 143ASR, 156 ASR + 165 ASR

Order ANAVON skis according to your skiing style by
configuring the model, length, flex and camber. Give it 
a personal touch by selecting the colour of your choice. 

The skis support your skiing style: The asymmetrical 
geometry of the ski tips, the construction of the 
RealSandwichCore®-Technology and the ANAVON-
specific base structure with the perfect grinding 
ensure an intense and optimal skiing experience.

Technical
Specifications



Highest 
performance 

on every slope

Variations in design to fit your needs
ANAVON skis have custom designs for men and 
women who desire playful skis for short and 
medium-long curves. The varied edge lengths
(asymmetrical construction) define the skiing style 
based on which ski is worn on which foot. 

.



Details 155/160 ADP 
Ski tip 126  mm  
Ski centre 76  mm  
Ski tail 110  mm
Radius 12.8/14  m

Construction 
ANAVON RealSandwichCore®

Material 
  Superstrong Nanohighspeed race base
  Special long-life steel edges
  UD carbon fibers
  Native ash wood
  Titanal
  Surface structure embossed on transparent foil, 

 adhered over black or white colour   
 

The ANAVON Dual 
Performance Edition 

(ADP)

 155/160 ADP + 163/168 ADP

Thanks to the asymmetrical construction with two
different edge lengths, the scope of application is
broadened. The perfect companion for a more playful
ride through various snow conditions.

ANAVOS skis will captivate you in more than just
one way.  

Details 163/168 ADP
Ski tip 128  mm
Ski centre 79  mm
Ski tail 110  mm
Radius 15/16.5  m

Technical
Specifications



Like
two best
friends

Arrive and lock them in your heart

In Disentis, you will find the perfect companion for your 
adventures on the slopes. ANAVON skis will enhance
your skiing style and anticipate each of your moves on
the snow. You and your skis are perfect partners for the 
next snowfall. 



ANAVON Ski AG 
Via dalla Stampa 8    CH-7180 Disentis/Mustér

+41 81 947 57 57    info@anavon-ski.com    www.anavon-ski.com


